


Raw material comes from sheep, the brand logo shows a spider that weaves its web. Delfino is the progenitor name of the dynasty. He found the 

factory on an earthenware basin, in a most green valley. A successful company that still smells of wood, where good taste spreads among furniture 

and high ceiling and narrow halls. Delfino Tallia was a distinguished man, very elegant, with a firm character and three sons. When in 1903 he decided 

to produce wool in Biella, it must have not raised much noise. This little town that rises at the mouth of torrent Strona is the primary wool centre of 

Italy, oriented to produce high quality fabrics. An area kissed by fields and special water: very sweet, low limestone level, it’s the secret ingredient that 

marks the difference between a Biella cloth and any other. Fratelli Tallia di Delfino fabrics are one of Italy’s eminencies, they provide to the most 

important and prestigious companies of the world. The production of spun and quality fabrics is the result of a complex procedure. The firm 

distinguishes for the research of the spun and the very long finishing cycles. Refined articles need loon’s slowness, and for such task, machineries of 

the past are used. The exclusive samples aim to a market niche: its target is the market of luxury. Drawings are another strong point of Fratelli Tallia 

di Delfino: in its archives there is the evolution and the essence of styles and fashion brand consult them to design the such called “exclusive”. 

Recently the company joined Gruppo Marzotto and changed management, but its charm remains unaltered: quality and taste are the same of the past, 

they are handed down through the experiences of Biella master craftsmen and this knowledge has always distinguished this antique and rigorously 

made in Italy drapery brand. There is no predetermined code for understanding whether a jacket is nice or not. It’s a sensation given by the softness, 

by the beauty of the design, by the consistency of the spun in the hand. It’s alchemy. Someone claims that spur yarns, here have a soul and are 

eternal. And someone else keeps saying that at Fratelli Tallia di Delfino they don’t sell fabrics, but emotions. 
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